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New parking System at Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar International Airport.

MIHAN India Ltd. which is operating Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar International Airport, 
Nagpur will be changing the parking system from 15/04/2017. With the increase in 
passenger traffic at this airport, the new parking system is designed in view of 
decongesting the airport. Most of the time porch area in front of terminal building gets 
congested due to large number of vehicles using this area. In view of this MIL has 
segregated the traffic in four different zones. Brief description of the system along with 
applicable charges are mentioned below:

Drawing showing the Layout of Parking Scheme at Nagpur Airport
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1.1. Free Drop Area: Road in front of terminal building as shown in the above drawing is to be 
used only for departure i.e free drop-off of passengers. Only the vehicles with passengers 
with bonafide ticket will be allowed to enter this area. Vehicles will not be allowed to stand 
for more than 5 minutes in this zone. Vehicles for differently abled passengers (whether 
arriving / departing) will be allowed free entry /exit into this area. 

1.2. Premium pickup & drop area: This zone as shown in the above drawing is near the 
terminal building to facilitate premium pick-up and drop-off. Visitors intending to use this 
zone will have to pay charges while entering this zone. Passenger can park the vehicle 
for first 15 minutes. For extra time availed, if any, additional premium charges will have 
to be paid while exiting this zone. 

Waiting time after 
entering the entry 

kiosk machine

Private Car 
/Radio cabs 

/ Taxi

LCV/ mini 
Bus/ Bus

Two wheeler Three 
wheeler

0-15 minutes 300 1000 Not Allowed Not Allowed

For every next 15 
minutes or part 
thereof.

300 1000 Not Allowed Not Allowed

1.3. General pickup & drop area: This zone as shown in the above drawing is away from 
terminal building and primarily aimed to serve arriving passengers. Passenger will have 
to collect RFID card while entering and deposit it at the time of exit. From the point of 
entry to exit there will be free time of 05 minutes. Thereafter, charges will be applicable 
as mentioned in Parking Fees Table. This zone is expected to be largely used by Arrival 
vehicles and hence there will be Signboard on approach raod mentioning arrivals. 
However departure vehicles will not be restricted to use this zone. At times like security 
restriction in use of existing porch area etc. this zone will be used for departures and 
after 5 minutes they will have to pay the charges as applicable in this zone.

1.3.1. For Taxies / Cool Cabs / Radio cabs who will pick-up passenger(s) from this area will 
have to pay Convenience Charge as per the rates mentioned below.

1.3.2. Only vehicles upto LMV class i.e. car / jeeps shall be allowed to enter in this area.

Waiting time after 
entering the entry 
kiosk machine

Private Car 
/Radio cabs 
/ Taxi

LCV/ mini 
Bus/ Bus

Two wheeler Three wheeler

0-05 minutes NIL Entry Not 
allowed in 
this area 

NIL NIL

For every next 05 
minutes or part 
thereof.

100 50 70

Irrespective of above charges, Taxi /radio cabs and Auto rickshaws who picks up passengers 
/ visitors from this zone will have to pay following Convenience Charges at exit:

 Taxi /radio cabs: Rs. 30/-
 Auto rickshaw: Rs. 20/-

1.4. General Parking Area: In this zone, visitors can park their vehicle for longer time at less 
rates. Passenger will have to collect RFID card while entering and deposit it at the time 
of exit. Parking charges will be applicable from the time of entry till the time of exit i.e. 
there will not be any free time in this area. Taxies / Cool Cabs / Radio cabs who will pick-
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up passenger(s) from this area will have to pay Convenience Charge as per the rates 
mentioned in this document. 

Waiting time after 
entering the entry 

kiosk machine

Private Car 
/Radio cabs 

/ Taxi

LCV/ mini 
Bus/ Bus

Two wheeler Three 
wheeler

Less than 3 hours Rs. 40 Rs. 110/- Rs. 30 Rs. 35
3 hours to less 
than 6 hours

Additional 
Rs. 40

Additional 
Rs. 265/-

Additional 
Rs. 30

Additional 
Rs. 35

6 hours to less 
than 24 hours

Additional 
Rs. 100

Additional 
Rs. 660/-

Additional 
Rs. 40

Additional 
Rs. 90

For every next 24 
hours or part 
thereof.

Additional  
Rs.500

Rs. 1000/- Additional 
Rs. 100

Additional 
Rs. 300

Sample Calculation: For a private car which is parked for 2 days and 10 hours, parking 
charges will be Rs. 40 + Rs.40 + Rs. 100 + Rs. 500 + Rs. 500/- = Rs.1180/-

Irrespective of above charges, Taxi /radio cabs and Auto rickshaws who picks up passengers 
/ visitors from this zone will have to pay the following Convenience Charges at exit:

 Taxi /radio cabs: Rs. 30/-
 Auto rickshaw: Rs. 20/-

For passenger / visitors on demand basis, monthly passes for this zone can be made 
available at the following rates. 

Monthly Parking charges Car LCV/ mini Bus/ 
Bus

2 wheelers Three 
wheelers / 
Radio cabs

Vehicles of Pass holders in 
General parking

Rs. 2500/- Rs. 13,000/- Rs. 1000/- Rs. 1600/-

Complaint and Redressal Mechanism: If visitor faces any problem it shall inform the same to 
parking contractor at hemantshyampandey@gmail.com . If the issue is not solved within 15 days, 
then such matter shall be reported to MIL at commercial@mihanindia.org.  

These details will be also available on www.madc.maharashtra.gov.in.


